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ABSTRACT

The paiity-nonconserving nucleon-nucleon (PNC-NN)interaction studied in nu-
clear systems provides an unique window on AS=0 hadronic weak processes.To check the
predictions concerning the interactions between weak hadronic currents,low energy nuclear
physics processes appear to be very suitable.Considering the nuclear reactions induced by
polarized protons as low energy nuclear processes we derive expressions for the longitudinal
and irregular transverse PNC analysing powers,when the reactions take place via parity
mixed resonances. Applications for l3C(p*,p)13C, 15N(p,p)t5N and l s N ( p » 1 2 C resonance
reactions are done.
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1 Introduction

Bcta-docay,electron capture and neutrino induced inverse beta-decay are
examples nf weak somilcptonic processes which take place in bound nuclear
systems.However in these examples the fundamental interaction involves one
hadron at a time one proton or one neutron or may be one heavier isobar -
like A"1"1" occasionally present inside the nucleus.the rest of nucleons acting
more or less like spectators.More difficult is to study such weak processes
which involve pair of nucleons at the same time,as one can find only inside
of the nucleus.

According to the Standard Model1'2, nucleons are made of two different
combinations of three up and down quarks. Iti this picture, all the properties
of nuclei spring ultimately from quark interactions, but only recently have
the first attempts been made to relate nuclear properties to quark behav-
ior.The strong quark interaction (and the resulting strong force) is believed
to conserve parity sl.rict.ly, but quarks also take part in the PNC-NN weak
force, in which charged \V+ or \V~ bosons or neutral Z° bosons are ex-
changed. The quark model predicts that the exchange of charged W+ or
W" bosons will add to the nucleon-nucleon force a small weak-force com-
ponent that does not conserve parity and that chiefly causes the isospin of
a pair of interacting nucleons either to remain the same or to change by
two units. The neutral Z° exchange gives rise to a weak-force component
that also does not conserve parity and that changes th< isospin of a pair of
nucleons by zero, one, or two units. A great many state? jf different parities
and isospins are available among the known nuclei, and careful selection of
the test nuclei allows the two different weak-force components (from W and
Z exchange) to be distinguished experimentally.

The isoscalar and isovector components of the PNC-NN force can help
to distinguish between alternative theories of weak NN inter actions1"1.The
\Veinberg-SalamllJ model predicts an enhancement of probabilities4 in com-
parison with Cabibbo 5 model.The possibility of sizeable parity violation in
some unbound levels of 14N,1CO and 20Ne as a consequence of the mixing
with overlapping states with opposite parity of the mentioned nuclei is a
good tool to get some information about the isoscalar E d isovector compo-
nents of the PNC-NN weak interaction. This weak force mixes the parities
of these states so that they are actually neither purely even nor purely odd.
these nuclei exhibit the favorable circumstances of having two closely spaced
energy levels of the same angular momentum but oposite parity; this close
proximity increases the usually tiny effects of the weak force in mixing the
parities of states. Furthermore, the isospins of the states in question are such
that both the charged and neutral boson-exchange components are able to
influence the mixing.

Experimentally, the PNC mixing is observed in i e F , where the charged

and neutral components add. However, it is not seen in 2INe, where the
charged and neutral components tend to cancel. Higher sensitivity should
soon allow the pure neutral-components contribution to be measured. Com-
paring the experimental results with theory allows two important conclu-
sions to be drawn.First, the Z° boson exchange between nucleons is definitely
present (the Z° boson has recently been detected directly as a free particle).
Second, the dynamic masses of the up and down quarks in a nucleon are
very close to the values originally predicted.

In this paper we consider nuclear reactions induced by bombarding
spin j targets (I3C,15N,1OF) with polarized protons via parity mixed res-
onances and derive expressions for the longitudinal and irregular transverse
PNC analysing powers,In this derivation we neglect any direct PNC pro-
cess assuming that the PNC is due solely to the resonances in one level
approximation .The influence on the PNC analysing powers of the direct
processes and the many levels approach will be discussed in a forthcoming
paper.In this paper we apply the theory developed within the mentioned
approximation to the cases 13C(p,p)13C with Ep-1.154 MeV,15N(p,p)15 N
with Ep=0.6724 MeV and 1 6N(p»>2C with Ep^0,900 MeV respectively.ln
the first two reactions two opposite parity states for each compound nu-
cleus (I*T=O+1 E r = B.618 MeV and ]*T=CT1 Ex^S.790 MeV for " N and
I 'T=0 + 0 £, = 15.1 MeV and I"T=(T 1 E, = 12.797 MeV excitation energy
for 16O) are used to describe the resonances involved in the correspond-
ing nuclear processes.The third reaction is more complicated because we do
not have a simple two level mixing.The 16O unbound level with TT=2" 1
E,= 12.987 MeV populated by the mentioned reaction contains in its struc-
ture more than one I"'T=2+0 levels situated in the vicinity of the above
mentioned level.The structure of the involved 2+0 levels is different from
one level to another.Some of them are spherical particle-hole states,some arc
deformed,described by 4p-4h shell model configurations.lt seems, that these
2+0 deformed states are more important in describing the alpha decay of
the 2"1 resonance level-Therefore,we need instead shell model calculations
which include up to 3-4 hu configurations to determine the most precise
structure of the involved levels.This reaction process is analogous to the
PNC alpha decay of I 'T=2"0 E, = 8.87 MeV unbound level in 10O,the only
experimental evidence of PNC in alpha decay.



2 T - Matrix
We shall take the Hamiltonian governing the nuclear reaction process as the
sum of the strong nuclear and Coulomb Hainiltonian Hpc and the PNC part
of the weak NN interaction Hamitonian

II = IIPc + IIPNC

The T-matrix element for any scattering or reaction process is

„,*,,*,, I

(1)

(2)

where TL(If),Mi(Mf) and Ji(jf),Mi(Mf) &re the spins of the target (residual)
nucleus and projcctilc(out.going particle) and their projections onto the lab-
oratory z-axis taken as usually along the kk vector.•$ wave functions describe
the intrinsic motion of the corresponding atomic nuclei,

(3)

are the repealed DWBA relative motion wave functions for the initial (-^) and
the final (-) channels,k,(r) and m f̂j being the corresponding wave vectors
and reduced masses,respectively.

Using Uii! For mill scattering theory15" 9 Lhc S-matrix on the energy shell
is defined as

S{E)-^\-2xiT(E) (4)

vherc
T(E) -= II' (5)

is the transition matrix operator entering eq.(2) defined in terms of the
iiiLcructium II' that determines the scattering or reaction process.The Green's
operator is defined by

(!C - H)G{K) .-:- 1 G(!-:) - l im ( F + iij -
fl-t-

(6)

Using a generalization of the Fonda-Newton8 approach developed in ref.9,
the Iransitiuti operator m^y be rewritten us follows

T = R+ RPD~lPR (7)

where
D = E-H0-R (S)

and

p = x ; i n > < B | (9)

13 the operator which projects onto some doorway states of Hojimportant for
our scattering OT reaction process.The renormalized interaction R is defined
by

H^W +wgQw = L + (2iyir (io)

V = II' + U'gAH' (12)

{E • Ho - AH'A)gA = A = gA(E-If0- All'A) (13)

[E - IIB - qVq)§, = q ---- g,{B - Ho - qVq) (14)

(E-Ho- QWQ)§Q = Q --- gQ{B - II0 - QWQ) (15)

Here Q projects onto active open channels,q projects onto passive open chan-
nels and A projects onto the rest of closed channels.The S-matrix can be
expressed in terms of the inverse of D-operator (8) as follows

(16)

where

and51)

(I - 2nili)cc,~
— 2TTI (7^^

h)r clastic scattering
for nuclear reactions

rjfijn

(17)

(18)

Here c stands for all channel quantum numbers" {jllsj}.
Expanding now the Green's operator to first order in IIpjv<--,assuming

then that the projectile and the target states are parity conserving (PC)
states of some nuclear structure model Hamiltonians.ignoring any PNC ef*
fects arising from the direct processes and keeping only those effects which
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are related to the closeness of the two
elements as follows

where

and

can write the S-matrix

(19)

(20)

Here s IK the channel spin0 1 is the orbital angular momentum of the relative
motion in a given channel and < JWT \ Kp^c \ J"*T > is the PNC matrix
element,,Thus the T-matrix olemiMits bet'orno :

whftrc

-r, -ffo^la,r'(,,/«) (23)

with

3 Cross-Section and Analysing Powers

The cross-sections of the scattering or reaction process with polarized pro-
tons is defined by

~ =- cru 4- rr(T2^,T t)^> (25)

wliere

itu ^ TT{TT*) (26)

is the cross section for the scattering or reaction process with unpolarizcd
proton beam.The T-matrix has its elements defined by eq.(2),Sp is the inci-
dent proton spin and Pp is its polarization vector( Pp =< 2Sp > ).The vector
analysing power is defined by

(27)

O<°) = 1

( 1 ' = 5 ; Of

Defining by

with

and

we may write

and

The differential cross-section now becomes

— =--<ru(l VA

with

(28)

(29)

(30)

(3!)

(32)

(33)

Here
•- - 2 - •:-: 2 ' ( 4

(3.1)

The last three unit sectors form the laboratory frame of reference given by
the Madison conve 1.iotilt),An is the normal (l'C) analysing power , AL and
A* are the irregula S'NC longitudinal and transverse analysing powers

(35)

where c stands for the background part (in this cast; approximated by tJi
Coulomb part) of the T-matrix while r - for tin; resonant part :

^ ] )cr + (4*1 k - 2 Re. J^ P (0, E, j, i, (,, A , f,)

(3G)



<*

3 ji h

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

0 S 0 0 0 0

and e.g.

A /
J J £/

j + 1 (44)

Similar formulae have been obtained in the refs.11'12

4 PNC - Matrix Elements

For AT-0 part of the llpNC -interaction we may uae the PNC matrix
elements calculated in ref.l3For AT=1 pion part of Hpjvc -interaction the
r.orrespon<ling matrix elements

(45)

are linear combinations of the Zucker.Buck and McGrory'* wave function
coefficients in the representation

and the following matrix elements

where

; a, = (46)

J13 J24 J

with

and

ivhere

'3 f,

i>OO TO

(aiaa.Osai) - / r\dTX /
JO Jo

v'4ir

(48)

(40)

(50)

(51)

In the previous expressions Za (r) arc bhp single particle radial wave func-
tions, the function (51) can be calculated within the folding procodiirR1^'15



- gThr[lGV2xMN)-1 ; gr =-- 13.4 ; kr = 1.3 10"

where

(52)

and17

with a=l. l fm"! and 6-0.68 frrT2.

(54)

5 Applications to the 0* Levels of J4N in the 9
MeV Region and 0* Levels of 1CO in the 13 -
15 MeV Energy Region

In this section we discuss a particularly interesting application of At, -
measurements over the parity mixed elastic scattering resonances (see ta-
ble l).The parity mixing between 0 f and 0" levels is of practical interest
because :

- the mixing is sensitive to AT—0 or 1 components of llpftc There is at
present a single experiment18 sensitive only to AT—0 component of 1
and succesfully explained theoretically13.For A-T=l component of
there is one experiment in preparation.However, the interpretation of such
a kind of experiments may be clouded due to the uncertainties given by
nuclear structure (which is not a simple two levels mixing) and nuclear
reaction mechanism models.

- the theoretical longitudinal analysing power A^ is magnified by nuclear
structure effects and

- ihe achievable statistical precision is high,the elastic scattering cross-
sections being very large;

- there ia only one open strong interaction channel (proton elastic scat-
tering),

- furthermore,the resonance have J=0 and consequently have also unique
values for I and s ,thus leading to considerable simplifications of the reaction
theory,

The expression for Aj, is relatively simple :

•': +casS)K, + K2

where

L " "

-•- C0(D)T3 co

(55)

(56)

10

K3 =

'fii) + 1\ cos(-5i + 2Vi 4 <^)}

+ cosOTls\n{ip, - 2<5i - pc)}

i.j = Ep - — 2tjln(sinfl/2) ; Hi — tan' !v;

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)

Co(0) - ij/2si

The shell model predictions for the PNC - matrix elements

(61)

0" > (62)

are given in the table 1. Tlie results are shown in the ligs, 1-1. In the figs. 1,3
we show the calculated unpolarized cross-section in the vicinity of Kj,--1.104
MeV for H N and L,,=0.6724 MeV forlc'O resonances.In the figs. 2,4 we show
the PNC longitudinal analysing powers for

1 3C(p,ppC' and l s iV(p» l s .V

respcctively.lt can be seen that the magnitude of Af, is in agreement with
the other measured asymmetries and this supports the idea that these two
cases could be good examples for future experiments.

6 Application to the 15A'(p,a)12C Reaction

lsovector PNC interaction is of special interest, because it is particularly sen-
sitive to the presence of neutral currents which are expected lo produce an
enhancement in the woak pion-nucleon coupling constants h^.However t.hc
observation of pure isovector part of Ilpyvc": is limited to a small number
of experiments (n+p, Li, 18F,20Ne),froin which the extracted information
concerns only the upper limit of hr (hr < 1.4 * 10 7)2CI,Recently another
experiment is intended to be done",namely lsA"(p, ft)1!CThe levels in 18O
to be populated are given in the table 1, if considering a twho levels par-
ity mixing.But,a two levels parity mixing,in our opinion,is not sufficient to
describe the PNC a-decay of 2~1 E,,-12.968r>« MeV level,Let us compare
this case with the PNC a-decay of 2"0 Ex =8.87(0 MeV level in )6O,whcry
the most important contribution among the parity mixed 2* levels is that
of 2+0 Ei=6.9171 MeV level belonging to the rotational band constructed

II
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on 0*0 Kj =6.0491 Mov (below the alpha threshold) in which the 16O nu-
cleus is clipsoklally deformed.Bearing in mind that the 12C nucleus in its
ground state is deformed also and the alpha transition between deformed
nuclei is more favorable,in the calculations we should include levels like the
2 + 0 E,-6.917t MeV level too in addition to the nearest 2+0 Er = 13.02 MeV
Ievel{see table 2).

The expressions for the analysing powers should be modified in the sense
that si"' from the eq. (3<1) has the formal expression (38) in which T«'
should contain two terms : the background term22'23 and the resonance
term :

rc, = , •— -i
E - K-

(63)

wher<

with

in which

- ri
Jo

»r i j i > u (

(64)

(65)

?) (66)

V.T| . > (67)

Here K[ is the Paul! kernel in the alpha-channel wave function deduced in
the ref.1'"' and for the lt!O excited states we use Zucker, Buck, McGrory's1*
npnh above the I 2C core wave functions.liy including the Pauli kernel as
described i n " we have calculated the regular alpha decay width of first
three 2" 0 low-lying suites in ""O {see table 2) within our Fermi liquid model
of nlpba dec;iy^.Ttie selEeonsistency nf this model is upheld also by the
fact that the single particle basis used to calculate the densities for double-
folding potential and the alpha-clusterization amplitudes (67) is determined
by the same appropriate Woods-Saxon potential.The only approximation
made concerns the calculation of K-kernel,where we have used the oscillator
basis,but the size parameters are consistent, with the wave function used13.
For the two level mixing we obtained

(68)

7 Conclusions

We have shown that in some particular cases the longitudinal AL analysing
power associated with parity mixed scattering resonances can provide a sen-
sitive measurement of the PNG matrix element connecting a parity mixed
two levels system.The 13C(p',p)13C case is more favorable than any other ex-
ample as pointed out in ref.11.In this particular case and in 15N(ff,p)15N the
irregular transverse At analysing power vanishes due to the J—0 spin,but it
should have comparable magnitude with Aj. as pointed out by Prof.Bizzeti12,
e.g. in our last example 15N(p,a) l zC.

Expressions for the Aj, and A& -PNC analysing powers have been red-
erived in a more compact way,Because the background part for 15N(p, a)13C
reaction is not yet ready for computation ,we shall report about Aj, and Aj
for this reaction in a forthcoming paper.In our opinion the two levels mixing
scheme does not allow a realistically measurable process for this particular
case because Y™0 - 3.4 * 10" n eV.
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Table captions

Table 1. The expe mental data of the levels involved in the parity mix-
ing together with the corresponding PNC - matrix elements as explained in
the text.

Table 2. The tc'O 2+0 levels u.sod in the parity mixing of the 2 0 level
(sec table 1).
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Table 1:

Nucleus i* T Ex rp(kc-V) BfJ{McV) M P i vc(eV)

0* 1 8.618 3.8 1.154
0" 1 8.700 410.0 1.320

-1.041

0 1 12.797 38. 0.6724
0 + 0 15.100 1G1. 2.9754

-0.02

2" 1 12.9665
•i* 0 13.0200

2.
ISO- 0.89

-O.0I7

Table 2:

n
1

2
3

4
5

En,CIp(Me
9.85

11.52
13.02
11.02

V) Etk(MeV
10,26
11.70
12.70
13.03

14.2-1

) r,,,,(JceV)
0.625

7:i.
120.

65,0

Vth.(keV)
O.G25

71.6
36.3
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Figure captions

Fig.l. The cross section of the elastic scattersng of unpolarized protons
by t s C.

Fig.2. The irregular PNC longitudinal analysing power for the elastic scat-
tering of polarized protons by 13C.

Fig.3. The cross section of the elastic scattering of unpolarized protons
by 15N.

Fig.4. The irregular PNC longitudinal analysing power for the elastic scat-
tering of polarized protons by 1 5N.
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